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Turning a
Doric column
inside out

Amount of data generated every 30
minutes in the air per CFM engine,
which are used on Boeing 737 jets

Decline in federal prosecutions of US
banks since 1995

Offcuts from a Swiss architect’s
laser-cut designs prove that
negatives can be beautiful too

Number of mobile connections in
western Europe (adult pop: 397
million) at the end of 2010

Michael Hansmeyer creates
ornate 2.7m-tall columns from
thousands of 1mm-thin cardboard layers (inset below). The
main image, however, was taken
inside the stacked offcuts left
over from the laser-cutting stage
of producing one of his columns.
Hansmeyer, based in Zurich,
starts by designing a digital
Doric column using a subdivision process – he divides a
facet by four and repeats until
a curved surface is rendered.
The digital column is sliced into
2,700 layers, and each is lasercut from sheets of cardboard
that are then stacked.
The result is an ornate column whose leftovers form an
equally beautiful inverse. “I’d
like to explore casting the negatives, but it’s difficult,” says the
computational architect. “The
printers that go up to the scale of
two to three metres don’t have
very high resolution. I look forward to the 3D printer that can
print these forms.” Dan Smith
michael-hansmeyer.com

Number of mobile connections in Africa
(pop: one billion) at the end of 2010

Percentage of UK population conﬁdent
that homeopathy is “deﬁnitely” an
effective treatment, based on an April
4-5, 2011 survey of 2,530 adults

New Android devices activated each day

New Android devices activated
each day 12 months ago

CREDIT TO GO IN HERE

Proportion of remote controls found in
the sofa, according to a survey of 7,530
people in seven countries. Two per cent
are found “outside or inside cars”

The cost to rent the entire principality
of Liechtenstein for one night,
according to rentals site airbnb.com
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